
Designed to break through tightly packed or frozen soils.

Two versions are now available.
Standard Duty: 3/8" Shaft
Heavy Duty: ll2" Shaft

Improved 2" wide hex head is integrated with an 11" wide
handle. The hex head is designed for striking with a maul.
Adding 3 lbs. to the overall probe weight, the hex head has
been lengthened and counter bored to increase durability and
longevity, providing support especially between the head and
rod transition point.

Striking Head* features:
Head:
. 2" wide hex
. Heat treated for long life
. Adds 3lbs. to help with

penetration

Grips:
. Bright coloq easy to see
r Comfortable, smooth,

durable vinyl softens impact

Handle:
. Sturdy 1." xl7" solid steel
. Provides additional

weight and support for
easier penetration

r Big enough to grip with
both hands even when
wearing gloves

Shaft:
. 318" or lfZ"
. High quality alloy steel

resists bending and bowing
. Threaded for coupler and

extension
o The handle and shaft are

threaded to ensure a secure
connection and ease of
replacement

Tip:
. Threaded for replacement
. Special alloy steel
o Heat treated for longer life
. Tapered edges make

penetration and
withdrawal easier

Size
(wiih heod)

36',

42',

(318" shafr) (u2" shaft)
STD Duty Hmvy Duty

Item Price Item Price

sPL36 $SO.OO

sPL42 $s t .00

sPH36 $5s.00

sPH42 $56.00

48', SPL4B $52.00 SPH48 $SZ.OO

54', SPL54 $53.00 SPH54 $Se.OO

60" sPL60 $54.00 SPH60 $59.00

66" SPL66 $55.00.

72" SPL72 $56.00.

* Additionol shipping chorges opply

CAUTION
This PROBE is NOT INSULATED and does not provide protection against
electrical shocks. For an insulated probe, buy a Mighty ProberM.

When using the slide adapter with the striking
head, this adapter is required to insure threads
are adequately engaged. Available for STD Duty
Striking Head only.

Item Price

sAA $20.00

-


